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Standardize makes 5S different from the typical spring-cleaning project. The safety precautions presented on
the standard worksheets typically are those resulting from the risk assessment process, a structured approach
that results in a ranked listing of the risks involved for each activity. Sometime should be set aside for cleaning
each day, or each shift. They think if the workspace is properly organized and cleaned and uses helpful visual
safety cues, a separate safety step is unnecessary. Keep the workplace safe and easy to work in. We have to
make people want to keep applying good practice in shop organization and housekeeping. Implementation:
Check all items in a location and evaluate whether or not their presence at the location is useful or necessary.
It's quite possible that the way 5S is carried out at one organization or even one department will be different
from others, so groups performing 5S for the first time may need to work out the best way to perform the steps
of 5S in their spaces. When in place, anyone not familiar to the environment must be able to detect any
problems within 50 feet in 5 sec. The papers are not filed properly and are in need of a filing structure for it to
be organized. The time to collect all data for the financial statements needed one whole day. If a worker trips
and falls because boxes of supplies are left in a walkway, that injury is considered waste. Half the activities
called out in the monthly 5S Check Sheet for an assembly process are basic, but essential, good housekeeping
practices. The major element of Sort is simply a critical, objective look at the area. Second element is
straighten. The task is to establish the maintenance of a clean environment as an ongoing, continuous program.
Sustain refers to the process of keeping 5S running smoothly, but also of keeping everyone in the organization
involved. Goal: Ensure that the 5S approach is followed. This makes it easy to know what goes where and
ensures that everything is where it belongs. Planning for maintenance ahead of time means businesses can
catch problems and prevent breakdowns. Some of these happen before a shift begins, some during the shift
and some at the end. Could less clutter, cleaner walking surfaces, or better signs and labels have made a
difference? Tip: If you use color-coded floor markings, tapes, or other visual cues, make sure everyone
understands them. Building defective products because defective parts were not identified and removed from
the process also is waste. Visual communication tools such as labels, floor markings, cabinet and shelf
markings, and shadow boards can make navigating spaces even simpler. The papers are just dumped inside the
cabinet and the files that are taken out of it must be noted by the personnel in the office. When safety is
included, the system is often called 6S. Elimination and prevention of risks are the preferred activities, with
provision of personal protective equipment considered short-term measures.


